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A common approach to the treatment of instrumental problem behavior is the
when
introduction of an accept able alternative source of reinforcement' I{owever,
tends to relapse'
alternative rehforcement is removed or reduced, the target behavior
The relapse

of

has
atargel response following the removal of altemative reinforcement

quantitative model
been termed resurgence. Shahan and Sweeney developed a

of

both the disruptive and
resurgence based on behavioral momentum theory that captures

The
strengthening effects of aitemative reinforcement on thetarget response'

result
quantitative model suggssts that although higher rates of alternative reinforcement
result in less
in faster response elimination, lower rates of alternative reinforcement
the
relapse when removed. The present study was designed to examine

possibility that

by beginning
good target response suppression and less relapse could be achieved

with

a

such that a lower
higher (rich) rate of alternative reinforcement and gradually thinmng it

(iean) rate of altemative reinforcement is ultirnately rernoved' Fgrthermore, the dala

1V

alternative
obtained were generated to provide insight into how thinning rates of
Results
reinforcement might be incorporated into the quantitative model of resurgence'
suggest that rich rates

of altemative reinforcemenl were tnore effectjve than lean or

treatrlert' bul
thinnipg rates of alternative reinforcement at respouse suppl'ession during
rich rates
when alternative reinforcement was discontinued, the group that experienced
exhibited a substantial increase. Although lean and thiruring rates of aiternative
as rich
reinforcement were not as effective at response suppression during treatment
rates, they

still resuited in substantial decreases in the target response' Furthermore'

increase in
removal of lean rates of alternative reinforcement did not result in substantial

thinning aiternative
the target response. Advantages and disadvantages of rich, 1ean, and
reinforcement rates are discussed with respect

to targetresponse suppression and

sensitivity to the end of treatment, and an alternative response rate is discussed.
account for
Although a smali modification to the quantitative model was able to simiiarly
data produced by rich, lean, and

thinning alternative reinforcement, as it currentiy stands

the model is unable to account for the hnding that

alternalle reinforcement may not

always Serve as a disruptor relative to a no altemat:e reiuforcement control'
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Many problem behaviors, such as aggression or seif-injury in persons with

intellectual or developmental disabiiities (IDD) or drug abuse can be maintained by the
consequences of those behaviors. For example, many instances of aggression in

indii,iduals with IDD may be engaged in order to access caregiver attention, or to avoid
undesirable tasks. Drug taking is another behavior maintained by its consequences (the

iltoxicating effects of drugs, or relief from withdrawal). Consequences that increase the
probability of the behavior that produced them have been termed "reinforcers". One
popuiar and effective treatment of problem behavior maintained by reinforcers is to
introduce an alternative source of reinforcement. For example, an individual with

IDD

might be taught to use communication cards to recejve caregiver attention (rather than

V1

be given monetat'y vouchers
engaging in problern behavior to do so), or a drug user miglrt
or prizes in exchange for drug abstinence. Unforfunately,

if these alternative sources end

(as treatment ends) the problem beiravior in question often relapses.

The preselt project was desigled to assess relative advantages

ald disadvantages

of treatment, and
of different rates of treatment, high rates of treatment, low rates

(thiruring rates)' The project
treatment that starts at a high rate but decreases acloss time
reduce extraneous
took place in a basic animal laboratory with rat subjects to help

settings. The
variables and have better control over the experiment than in treatment

g alever to produce food'
tngetresponse (analogous to probiem behavior) was pressin
behavior) was nose
and the aitemative lesponse (analogous to the treatment

poking to

of these treatment
produce food". The project was motived by both applied impiications
types, as well

as

providing a potential challenge for a recent quantitative framework

of

relapse.

effective than low or
Results suggest that high rates of treatment were more
but s'hen alternative
thinning rates of treatment at response suppression during treatment,
rates exhibited a
reinforcement was discontinued, the group that experienced high

were not as effective
substantial increase, Although 1ow and thinning rates of treatment
at response suppression during treatment as

higli rates, they still resulted in substantial

decreases in the target lesponse, Furthermore, temoval of

low rates of alternative

Advantages
reinforcement did not resuit in substantial increase in the targetresponse.
are discussed
and disadvantages of high, low, and thinning treatment raLes

with respect to

and treatment response
targel response suppression, sensitivity to the end of treatment,

rate are discussed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODIJCTION
u'ith a socially
The repiacepent of a dalgerous 6r r:uciesirable irehzii'iclr
problem behaviors'
acceptable alternative is a common treatment of instrumental
behaviors such as selfAlternative sources of reinforcement are often used to reduce
drug abstinence in
injury in persons with developmental disabilities or to encourage

problem behaviors are
substance abusers, Despite treatrnent efforts, such
characteristically persistent and prone to relapse'

to relapse
Basic researchers have developed an animal model analogous

following

ln resurgence' an
treatment using altemative reinfotcement, termed resurgence'
then placed on extinction
instrumental target behavior is trained during Phase I and
Phase

Ii

Phase
(i.e., no reinforcement is availabie for the response)' Also during

II'

in
a

When tire alternative response
second, alternative response is introduced and reinforced'
increase in the first behavior (i'e''
is also placed on extinction during Phase III, there is an
a point of interest for
relapse), Relapse foliowing this type of intervention is therefore

both ciinicians and basic scientists'

into behavioral momentum
Recent work has attempted to integrate resurgence
the persistence of instrurnental
theory. This theory offers a fi'amework for understanding

(2011) developed a quanlttative model
behavior under disruption. Shahan and Sweeney
captures the specific effects
of resurgence based on behavioral momenlum theori' thal

of

an instrumental response' Tire
alternative reinforcement on persistence and relapse of

reinforcement result in
model captures the fact that although b.igher rates of altemat1e
reinforcement,
faster response elimination than iower rates of aitemative

lower rates of

2

alternative reinforcement result in less relapse when they are removed. Tirerefore, in
order to have a treatment that reduces behavior

quickll' and results in less relapse, one

mighl o1e might initialil, use a irigher rate of altelnative reiulorcentenl
(t.e., redr-rce)

it

such tiral a

br-r1

gradually tirin

lowel rate of'aitemative reinfot'cement is uitimalell'

1sp161zed.

Altirough altemative reinforoement tb.inning is common practice in applied
se6ings in order to reduce lelapse following the end of treatment, increases in problem

behavior are often obsen,ed u,hen alternative reinforcement is thinned. Furthermore,

thinning techniques vary across laboratories and participants. As such, it may be useful
to examine this phenomenon in a basic laboratory setting with fewer extraneous
variabies. The two objectives of this research were to (a) examine the effects of fixed
high rates, fixed lou' rates, and thinning rates of altemative reinforcement on response

eiimination and resurgence; and (b) evaiuate shahan and sweene)"s (20i 1) quantitative
model of resurgence based on the data coliected'

This experiment compared the response elimination and relapse of atarget
behavior across four groups that varied with respect to alternative reinforcement rate
during phase
a

II (treatment).

One group began with a higher rate (hereafter referred to as

rich rate) of alternative reinforcement tirat was tirinned daill' 3u.6 thx a lower rate

(hereafler refeged to as a lean rate) of reinforcement was removed upon the advancement
to phase II1. Tiyee comparison groups were also studied. The first comparison group
had altemative reinforcement fixed io the first (richest) rate experienced by the thinning

group. Another comparison group had altemative reinforcement fixed to the last
(leanest) rate experienced bi, the thinning group. These two comparisons tested model

predictions regarding the effect of fixed altemattve reinforcement rates and also provided

cotnpared
data to judge the relative advantage or disadvantage of thinning

to fixed

to a control group in
schedules of reinfbrcement. Fina11y, al1 groups were compared
which alternative reinforcemeilt was uever introduced'

CHAPTER II
BACKGROLTND AND SIGNIFICANCE

Instrumental Problem Behaviot'

The instrumental

iearnilg plocess, during which organisms leam the relationsirip

to advantageous behavior'
between a response and its consequences, is not constrained
interaction,
Many problem behaviors are maintained by access to food, to1's, social
money, or drugs. Take for example, an institutionaltzed man with

al intellectual

and food that staff use to
disabilitS, who injures himself and others in order to access toys
,,calm

behavior
him down" (llanley, Iwata, & Thompson, 2001, p. 20). Self-irgurious

(SIB) and aggression are common obstacles for caregivers and clients with
deveiopmental disabilities, u,ith prevalence of SIB ranging from

1

.7o/rt

to

41o/o

(Cooper ei

(Cooper et al., 2009b)
a1.,2009a)and physical aggression ranging ftom2.7o/o to 27 '9%

with t1,pically much higher rates in institutionaiized populations (e'g', Salovhta,2000)'
problem behaviors, of course, are not limited to persons with disabilities. Drug

of drugs'
taking is an instrumentally learned behavior maintained b)' the effects

If drug

harm to the user'
taking escalates into drug dependence, the resulting addiction can cause
iris or her family,

as

well as burden society through loss of productivity, health expenses,

and the cost of drug-related

estimated that

crimes, The Office of National Drug Control Policy QA04)

in 2002 alone, drug

abuse cost the United States $180'9

billion. This

such as alcohol
figure does not include any costs to the U.S. that result from legal drugs,
and tobacco.

It is clear from these examples thattreatment of instrumental problem

behaviors should be an arca

of

great concefil for psychological research'

Treatments Using Alternative Reinforcement
is the
One popular and effective approach to treatn.rent of problem behavior
iutroCiuctrol oi'an ahernative sout'ce reinforcement. Coutingenc)/ lnallaqemenl'

lor

on drug
example, provides incentives to recovering substance abusers contingent
abstinence. Oflen the altemative reinforcement takes the form of monetar)'-based

compete with the
vouchers that can be exchanged for prosocial activities in an attempt to
effects of drugs (e.g., Budney, Higgins, Deianel,, Kent, & Bickel, 1991)' Another
treatment involving alternative reinforcement used in children and adults

with disabiiities

this involves
is functional communication training (Can & Durand, 1985)' Typical1l',
revrard
withholding the consequence maintaining problem behavior and providing tilat

problem
contingent on a novel communicative response. For instance, a child with

"Talk to me,
behavior maintained by access to social reinforcers could be taught to Sa)',
to receive
please" (Volkert, Lerman, caII, &. Trosclair-Lasselre, 20a9 , p. 148), in order
response,
attention, This method is often quite effective at reducing the target (problem)
response, or
but if the subject encounters intennittent reinforcement ior the altemative
relapses (e'g',
alternative reinfbrcement is removed altogether, the target behaviot of[en

Volkert el a1.,2009),

Resurgence

been termed
Relapse following the removal of alternative reinforcement has

reinforoement
Iesurgence (Epstein & Skinner, 19S0), Procedures analogous to altemative
treatments in humans also produce relapse in animals (e.g', Leitenberg, Rawson,

& Bath,

&
]9|};Leitenberg, Rawson, & Mulick, 1975;Lteving &Lalqal,20A3; Wilterbauer

6

Bouton, 2010),suggesting that the resurgence pheuomenon is common across species'

distinct
The typical experimental preparation used to study lesulgence involves three
plrases. The fir.stphasetrains an aninal in an operani charnbelt0 emit atargel response,

altenrative
such as a ie\/er press. Next, the talget response is placed on extiuction aud an
sor.rce of reinforcement is
rather tha:r pressiitg the

introducecl-for example, puliing

iever. Lever pressing decreases

a chain to produce

as chain

food

pulling increases. In the

third phase, chain pulling is also placed on extinction ald target responding increases
(i.e., resurgence) even though reinforcement is stili unavailable for the lever press'

the target
Resurgence is not unique to food reinforcement; the phenomenon occurs wiren
response is maintained by aicohoi (Podlesnik, Jimenez-Gomez,

& Shahan, 2006), cocaine

(Quick, P1,52s7lzn5gi, Coiston, & Shahan, 2011) and negative reinforcement (Bruzek,

that
Thompson, & Peters, 2009). Thus, despite the temporary effectiveness of treatments
provide an altemative soulce of reinforcemeni in reducing targetbehavior, behavior
maintained by a wide varietl, of rehforcers persists following the removal of aitemative
reinforcement.
Shahan and Sweeney (2011) recentll'developed a quantitative model that

(e'g', Nevin,
incorporates the resurgence phenomenon into behavioral rnomentum theory
1992), Behayioral momentum theory highlights the important role of the Pavlovian

of a
stimuius-reinforcer relationship in determining both the rale of extinction and relapse
targetresponse, Before discussing the specifics of the quantitative model of resurgence
put forward by Shahan and Sweeney, behavioral momentum theory
more detail.

will

be described in

Behavioral Momentum Theory'
aspects
Behavioral momentum theory suggests there are two separable

of

rate' the theorS'
instruueutal behavior-response rate and resistance to change' Respclnse
contends,isdetermineclbl'1i1.respo1lse-reinforcercontingency'Resistancetochange'or-t
relation'ship between
the other hand., is controlled by the Par,lovian stimulus-reinforcer
received in that
the stimulus-context in which tire behaviol occurs and reirforcement

with a rich rate
context. More specifi caIly, alesponse that occurs in a stimulus-context
that occurs in a
of reinforcement wiil be more resistant to disruption than a response
of baseiine
context $,ith a relatively leaner rate of reinforcement. The effect
a yariet)' of subjects,
reinlbrcement rate on resistance to change has been observed across

including humans (e.g., cohen ,1996;Mace et a1,,7990),rats (e.g., Grimes
2001), pigeons (e.g., Nevin ,7g74),and goidfish (igaki

& shuil,

& Sakagamr,2004). The

such as alcohol
phenomenon has also been repoded using food and nonfood reinforcers,
(e.g., shahan

points
& Burke, 2004),cocaine (Quick & Shahan, 2009) and exlra credit

extinction,
(Cohen, 1996). In addition, the effect is reiiable across disruptors, inciuding
satiation (e.g., Nevin,1g74) or distraction (Mace et ai', 1990)'
tb.at
An importalt aspect of the Pavlovian stimulus-leinforcer relationship

does not matter,
determines resistance to change is that the source of reinforcement

it

in which the
matters only that reinforcement is delivered within the stimulus-context
and Shul1 (1990)
operant behavior occurs. For example, Nevin, Tota, Torquato,

contingent
clemonstrated that added noncontingent reinforcement and reinforcement
an alternative respgnse both increased relative resistance
decreased predisruption response

to change even though they

rales. Such effects of alternative reinforcement on

on
,

8

response rates and resistance to change boisters the argument for the separation of the
response-refuforcer

contingency-wirich is degraded b),uoncontingent reinforcement-

and the Par4oi,ian stirnriius-reinforcer relationship thlough which all reinforcernent

in the

oonlext increases resislanoe to cirange.

Nevin and Grace (2000) have developed a quantitative model of behavioral
momentum theory that predicts irou' baseiine reinforcement rate aflects resistance to

extinction. The augmented extinction model is:

(n\j-- -r(c+dr)

,
Ios
'"-(

-Bo )

,o

where 81 is response rate at time r in extincti on,

(1)

B11is the

pre-extinction response rate, c

represents the disruptive effect of ending the instrumental response-reinforcer

contingency, d scales disruptive impact of the removal of reinforcers,

r is the rate of

reinforcement in the slimulus-context during baseline (whether reinforcement is response

depeldent, independent, or contingent on another response), and b represents sensitivity
to reinforcement. Parameters c and d are flee to t'a1'1, and are estimated using a least
squares regression fit to

the dxa that uses tire independent variable (r) , the data obtained

(Ba B,), and a fixed vaiue of sensitivity (b

:.s;Nevin,

2002). As time (r)

increases, proportion ofbaseline responding decreases as a result

in extinction

ofthe disruptive effects

of extinction captured by parameters c and dt', As it appears in the denomrnator, r
counteracts the disruption of the broken contingencl'and the removal of reinforcement
and represents the strength of the stimuius-reinforcer relationship established b)'baseline

reinforcement rates.

9

Podlesnik and Sha-han (2009,2010) extended the augmented extinction model to
account for relapse of ilstrumental behavior

following extinction. Their experiments

traiued subjects to respold in a tu'o-component multiple schedule prepa'ation.

ln one

componelt, tire subiecrs reoeived a ricir scfiedule of reurfotcemeltl and in tire other
component subjects received a relatively lean schedule of reinforcement. Responding in
the context with a rich history of reinforcement was more resistant to extinction and
showed greater relapse

follou'ing extinction than responding in the context with

a

relatively more lean history of reinforcement. The effect was consistent across tbree
different relapse phenomena: reinstatement, renewal, and resurgence. Reinstatement
involved the deiivery ol a small number olresponse-independent or response-dependent
reinforcers followingthe extinction of the instrumental targel response. The deliveries

of

reinforcement, reinforcement-related cues, ot stressors hat,e commonly been used to
reinstate a previousiy reinforced then extinguished behavior (e.g., Anker

& Carroll ,

r|rlt

Reid, 1958). Renewal is the relapse phenomenon in which the response is trained in
context A but extinction occurs in context

B.

$4ren the organism is returned to context

A, or introduced to a novel context C, the response that had decreased in context B
relapses (e.g., Bouton, Todd, Vurbic, &'Winterbauer,2011). Podlesnik and Shahan

(2009) utihzedthe house light, which provides general chamber illumination in the
pigeon's experimental chamber, to detennine context, During training, the house light
was steady, but during extinction, the house light was flashing. When the experimenters
made the light constant again,responding that had been extinguished
also examined resurgence following the remov al

reiapsed. They

of alternative reinlorcement

three-phase procedure that has been described previously'

i.n using the

10

extinction
Podlesnik and Shahan (z}|})proposed an extension olthe augmented

of experiments.
model that accounted well for tire extinction and relapse lrom a number
Tire exteuded behaviorai momeutun model is,

(r)
jl=

losl

"\Bo)

-t(ntc + ndr')
rb
(2)

where all terms are

as

in Equation

i,

with the addition of two parameters m and n that

the response-reinforcer
lessen the disruptive impact of c and d (which represeni breakjng

manipuiation
contingency and removal of reinforcement, respectively), when the relapse

occurs. During extinction, m

and n

arc equalto 1 such that the disruptors operate as they

typicalil, do in the augmented extinction model. When the experimental conditions
vaiues less than 1,
change from those previously present during extinction, m and n take

extinction'
thereby characlerrzing relapse as a reduction in the disruptive impact of

A Model of Resurgence
application
Despite the successes of Podlesnik and Shahan's relapse model, the

of

of c produced by
Equation 2 to resurgence revealed some shortcomings, First, the values
the least squares regression

fit to datawere unusualiy large compared to typical

extinclion values of c. ln other words, ra4ren alternative reinforcement was introduced,

to account for
extinction happened faster and the c patameter was being inflated in order
inrpact of breaking
behavior that was eliminated more quickly. Because the disruptive
the response-reinforcer contingency is

likely no greatel in resurgence, c should not have

changed,and the model was clearly missing an important variable.

1i
that the
Shahan and Sweene y (2011) updated the relapse model and suggested
missing variable is altemative reinforcement rate. The resulting resulgeilce-specific
modei is

I n ) -t(ltR'' rcrair)
l--

a
logl
'"o('
4,
where terms are

as

)

t,

+

R,,f

(3)

parameter ft
in Equation 1, -Ro is alternative reinforcemeut rate and free

scales the disruptive impact of alternatiye

reinforcement. Equation 3 allou's alternative

reinforcement Sorves
reinforcement to piay two roles. First, in the numerator, alternative
as a

quickly the
disruptor. The higher the rate of alternative reinforcement, the more

of Ro in the
target behavior u,ill be decreased in extinction. However, the inclusion
denominator aiiows aiternative reinforcement to strengthen the stimulus-reinforcer

reiationship of the context in the same manner as baseline reinforcement'
decreases to
When altemative reinforcement is removed, Ro in the numberator

that is, relapse,
zero, andthus Equation 3 predicts an iacrease in the target lesponse;
because

ofthe

decrease

in disruption, The degree ofresurgence depends on the strength

additive
of the stimulus-reinforcer relationship detennined by the denominator-the
during extinction'
vaiue of baseline reinforcement rate and alternative reinforcement rate

Modeling Resurgence Phen omena
and fits
Equation 3 accounts well for known findings in the lesulgence literature

to extinction plus
the existing data wel1. One such finding is that longer exposure

reinforcement
alternative reinforcement generates less resurgence followtng allernative
removal. Leitenberg and colieagues (i

97

S,Expertmenl 4) used four gloups of rats with

12

the effect of 3 days'
equal length of baseline and reinforcement frequency in order to test
9 da},s, and

2l

days

of exposr]Ie to extinction plus aiternative reinforcement before its

never received
r-rlti'rate remo'al and also compared tirem with an extinction control tirat
alternative rein{'brcemenl. The lesurgence effect was iargest
days exposure to extinction plus aiternative reinforcement,

Ltt

tire group

with

9n1y 3

with those rats tiral received

9

in resurgence'
days demonslrating a yisuall),(but not statistically) significant decrease
Rats with

27 daysof alternative reinforcement did not show statistically significant

responding during Phase

III

when compared with the extinction control group; consistent

to
with model predictions that resurgence should decrease with lengthier exposures
extinction pius altemative reinforcement.
on subsequent
Equation 3 captures the effect of extended exposure to extinction

the impact
resurgence through its use of time since baseline (f) as a factor that increases
reinforcement
of disruptors over time. As time in extinction and exposur e to altemative
predicts continued
increase, I becomes ?arger,and consequentiy the iarger numerator
decreases in behavior

until the removal of alternative reinforcement has less impact and

results in very iittie resurgence. Figure

I

uses

tlpical model parameter vaiues to illustrate

this prediction using the exponentiated Version of Equation

3.

The exponentiated version

values common in
avoids the use of log-transformed data and allows the inclusio n of zero
response elimination procedures. The exponentiated version is:

b,
D

J-tg

where all tenns are as in Equation

-t(kR,+c+dr)

=7g Q'-R")b

(4)

3. Another empirically supported prediction of

extinction
Equation 3 is thatresurgence should decrease across repeated exposules to

1-1

'1.0

0,
0.

0.4
0

^ -/,4

k = 0.05
d = 0,001
b=0.5

1.0

0.8
0)

0.6

:c)

0.4

$J

0.2

(-

0.0

l-

a

co

o
o

t

o
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o-

0.
1

0
0

Extinction Sessions

Figure

r-

/.

Simulation producod by Equation 4 using baseline reinforcement rates of
varLable-interval (VI) 60 seconds and alLemative reinforcement tate of YI
30 seconds and increasing time in extinction with exposure to alternative
reinforcen-lent as presented in Shahan and Sweeney (2011)'
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is maintaiued' In other words'
with alternative reinforcemeut when extinction integrity

of reinforcemettt' / continues to
when subjects are not returned to baseline contingencies
each implementation and removal
grow (aricl consequentiy reiapse diminishes) with

of

tire fltt'St tetr"ioval of alternative
alternative reinfbrcemenl. This suggests tirat

in target responding' but when alternative
reinforcement wouid produce alalgeincrease

smaller'
a second time, resurgence should be
reinforcement is reintroduced and removed
circumstances as predicted b)'Equation 3'
Figure 2 simuiates expected results under these
investigated and support this prediction'
There are lwo investigations that explicitly

wacker et

al. (2a1

conditions of alternative
l) provide an applied. exampie of successive

The authors altemated conditions
reinforcement implementation and removal.

of

(from functional communication training) with
extinction plus altemative reinforcement
of children in their home
conditions of q,picai extinction of problem behavior
that the magnitude of resurgence
envronments. The;, found, across eight participlnts,

reinforcement
decreased with each removal of aitemative
ab

(i'e'' repeated extinction in the

g)'
sence of fu ncti onal communicati on trainin

(2011) investigated resurgence of cocaine
Another study b5, Quick and colleagues
food rejdorcement for nose pokes
seeking in rats following the removal of altemative
aTletnal:efood reinforcement twice
during extinction. They introduced and removed
u,hi1e keeping the extinction

second
of cocaine seeking in place' Relapse during the

b1'the
than the ltrst resurgence test' as predicted
resurgence test was significantly smaller
simulation

i'

Figure

2.

the generali4' of the
These two studies help to demonstrate

applied to resurgence across ver)/
model's behavioral momentum principles when

different circumstances,
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Figure2.Simulationproduced-byEquation4usingbaseiinereinforcementrates
altemative reinforcementrate
of uariaUt'-interval $rI) 60 seconfu and

of\rI:o'*"'a'"'drepeatedintroductions(fi2)ofaiternativeReprinted

in Shahan and Sweenev Qarl)'
with Permission from JEAB'

,.intor..,o".itl;;;;;;#d

Themostpertinentlesulgencephenomenontothepresentinvestigationisthe
rates on extinction and reiapse' Equation
effect ol different aiternative reinforcement

3

and
alternative reinforcement rate on extinction
ailows for the effects of rich versus lean

of ahemative reinforcement eliminate targel
resurgence, That is, while rich rates
rates produces
rates, subsequently removing rich
responding more quickly than do lean
greater relapse. Leitenberg and colleagues
and relapse of pigeons

with rich,

(i975, Experiment 3) examined extinction

that were then treated
with equal baseline rates of reinforcement

1ean, or no alternative

lean alternative
reinforcernent during extinction' The

significant relapse following the removal
reinforcement group showed no statistically
was much slower than the rich aiternative
altemative reinforcement, but extinction

of

16

from the group that received no
reinforcement group aud was not statisticaliy differept
elimination and relapse for the
alternative reinforcement. Figure 3 shows fesponse
and lean groups as well as the
3, suggest tirat

it

rs tire

fit of Equation

3 to the

rich

data' Tirese findings' a1d Equation

produces resulgellce and
removal of'alternatjVe reinforcetueut thal

the stimulus-reifforcer reiationship

olthe context that determines the degree of relapse'

Thinning Alternative Reinforcement

Equation3suggeststhatresurgencecouldbereducedbyusingleanratherthan
and colleagues (1915 ' Experiment 3)
rich rates of alternative reinforcement. Leitenberg

reinforcement produced
showed that while a lean rate of alternative

iittle resurgence' it

These data suggest that
also took ionger to eliminate the target response.

for very

reduction is important' a
dangerous problem behavior, for u4rich immediate

leal schedule

Another possibility would be to begin
of altemative reinJorcement ma;r not be plausibie'
graduali)' thin (i'e'' reduce) it so that
with a rich scheduie of altemative reinforcement and
schedule tiunning is common
only a very iean rate is removed in the final phase.
of treatment in order to make treatment
practice in appiied settings before the completion
Contrucci, Kuhn, Long'
more practical outside the clinic (e,g., Hagopian,

& Rush' 2005;

2004)'
Hagopian, Toole, Long, Bowm an, &' Lievtng,
and applied data (e'g',
on tire other hand, current basic (Lievrrlg &Lattal,2003)

Fisher, Tirompson, Hagopian, Bowman, & Krug'

2}}};Hagopian' Fisher' Sullivan'

volkert el aI',7009) indicate that
Acquisto, &.LeBianc,l998; Hagopian et a1.,2001;
typically produce lesurgence ol the
downward shifts in alternative reinforcement rate
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represent obtained data and
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with the given values of
dotted and solid lines represent model predictions

Figure3. Results.from Leitenberg

et al.,

the

candk;dandbarefixedto.ootand.5,respectivell,,Y-axisdisplays.

sessions since baseline'
proportion of baseline lesponse rates and X-axj's shows
session of extinction'
Altemative reinforcement was removed after the tenth
Reprinted with permission from JEAB '

comfi)on observances during
Targetbehavior. Increases in the tzrgelbehavior ale
aiternative reinforcement thiruring (liagopian
'Waliace,

el

a1,,7998, Kahng ,Iwatn',

Deleon, &

the targetprobiem behavior
2000;LaIh,Casey, & Kates, 1995). If increases in

occur during the course

is
of schedule thinning, the high rate of alternalive reinforcement

in treatment (e'g'' Hanley et
usually re-implemelted and thinning attempted aganlater
and from the perspective
aL,200I), This makes sense from both an intuitive standpoint
3 predicts that any reduotion in
of our quantitative model. Even though Equation

aitemative reinforceme

nl

that
rateshould result in an increase in the lugelresponse'

plus altemative reinforcement'
effect should decrease with longer exposue to extinction

iB

This is

a

n 4 ' as illustrated in the
resuit of the role of I (tirne in treatment) in Equatio

niodel simulations displayed in Figures 1 and2'
applied
There are several thinning lechniques used in the
tecl11ique is lo cleale a

literature' one

multiplc scheduie that contains one compcxretlt in u'liich

in which
altenrative reinforcement is available and ol1e component

it is not (Hanley et aI''

continue to reinforce each
2001; Hagopian et a1.,2005). Another possibility is to
alternative response, but attempt to train delay tolerance

bf

increasing the deiay between

Hagopian et aL'
the response and the reinforcer (Han1e)' et aI'' 20A1'

1998)' A third

lesponse, but decrease
technique is to immediately reinforce the alternative

availability of

communication card (Roane'
the altemative respgnse materials, such as a functional
Fisher, Sgro, Falcom

ata,

lesponse
&Pabico, 20aq. A fourth technique is to increase the

requirement if the alternative response is reinforced on

a

ratio schedule (Lalii et aI'' 7995;

with respect to responseVolkert et a1.,2009). Even though these techniques differ
reinforcement over time'
reinforcer contingency, they all reduce the rale of aiternative
neither the source of
Because behavioral momentum theory algues that

reinlorcement nor

force behind the persistence
the response-reinforcer contingency are the driving
lapses should
behavior, the predictions of Equation 3 durilgtreatment

of

stili appl1'to these

in alternative reinforcement
schedule-thiming techniques. Even so, the variations
impose extraneous variabies
thinning across laboratory, participant, and treatment type
that may make gener

alternative
ahzattondifficult. It may, therefore, be useful to exarnine

to compare the effects of
reinforcement thinning in an experimental setting in order
1ean, thinnin

g,

rich'

and resurgence'
andno alternatjve reinforcement on response elimination
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CFIAPTER

IIi

PUR?OSE

TlrepLrrposeoftlrepresentexperinrelttu,astoconrparet.iclr,lean,andtirinnir-rg
an enpirical basis
and use tire results to provide
reinforcement
alternative
of
schedules

of thindng
In order to assess the relative advantage
for the evaluation of Equation 3.
to conrpare both
to other treatments, it is necessary
compared
reinforcement
alternative
that receive fixed rich'
the degree of relapse for subjects
rate of response eiimination and
predictions)'
(see Figure 4 for Equation 4',s
fixed lean, and no altemative reinforcement
1ean, and
response elinrination acIoSS, rich,
groups allowed comparison of target
These

thinningalternativereinforcementreiativetoeachotherandthecontrolgloup.
Equation4hasneverbeenusedtopredictperformaaceduringschedulethinning,

Therearetwoclearapproachesonemighttaketoincorporatetheeffectofthinning
across
3: adding reinforcement rates experienced
alternative reinfbrcement into Equation

temporalepochsoraveragingthem,Becausethecurrentmodeladdsaltenrative
tate, the most straightforward extension
reinforcement rate tO baseline reinforcement
has
to the denominator afler the organism
would be to add eachrateof reinforcement

experienced it and to change

-R,

aitemative reinforcement
in the numerator to reflect the

large vaiue
that might result in an unusu ally
rate in effect for that session, Howevet,

of

A betler approach
the stimulus-reinforcer relationship'
the denominator, thus inflating
and
experienced in the context' Averaging
might be to average all rates of reinforcement
3 have very
rates in the denominator of Equation
adding alternative reinforcement

differentpredictedoutcomes(asseeninFigure5).TablelprovidesarnathemalicaT
reinforcement rate using Equation
illustration of adding velsus aveTaglngalternative

3
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Figure

4.

Predrctrons of Equation 4

for the fixed rich, fixed

Tean' and

control group'

Predictionsarebasedonthes-amevaluesofcand,kabLanedjrrrhefirm
proportion of baseline
t
AUi,erprri*"nt:;. V-u"ir displal's
"it"nUeriJ],j
,ho*, ,rrrior* since baseline. Aiternative

response;;, ;"oX-axis
,"ioforrr*t*i""*ouedaflerthetenthsessionofPhasell'

data in
The pattem of response elimination
with the proposed experimental parameters,
the tirinning group will be

imporlant-similariq' to the additive'

avetage or neither

charactettzalion of the effects of thinning
prediction of Equation 3 will infonn our
alternative reinforcement during Phase

Ii'

socially
reinforcement often involr'e training
Because treatments using alternative
concerns us but
the rate of the targelbelravior that
appropriate responses, it is rrot only
by tire
Schedule thinning is often motivated
also the rate of tire altemative response.

undesirablyhighrateofaitenrativerespondingproducedbyfixedrichschedulesof
aitemativereinforcement(e.g''Hanleyela|.,2001).Thus,fixed-leantothinning-
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leinforcement rates in the
FigureS. Predictions of Equation 4 using additive oI average
and k obtained in
denomhator Predictions are based on the same va]ues of c
displays proportion of
the fit to Leitenber g el- al. (IgT5,Experiment 3). Y-axis
since baseiine' Aiternative
baseline r.rfonr. rlut., urrd X-axis tho*t sessions
reinforcementisremovedafterthetenthsessionofPhasell.

response rate (depending on the
schedules might produce a mole reasonable altemative

responding in Phase III
utility of the altemativeresponse). The persistence of alternattve
disadvantages of aiternative
(i.e., treatment iapse) couid offer cornparativ e advantages or

reinforcement scheduie during Phase

11

(i.e., treatment). According to behavioral

reinforcement during
momentum theory, the group with the richest rate of alternative
Pirase

Given the
II would tikely be the most resistant to disruption during Phase ill'

both targel and altematle
potential impact of alternative reinforcement schedule on
response during extinction and resurgence,

it is imporlant to ,*u*i"e the effects of

in order to inform both our
sciiedule thinning on resurgence in an experimental setting
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to transiate this
perhaps provide the first step
quantitative theory of resurgence and
behavioral treatments'
experiment' s findirigs to applied

aA
LA

CHAPTER IV

METHOD

Design

with four groups'
This experinient used a mixed repeated measules g1oup desigp
(altemative reinforcement
one for each level of the betwee-subjects independent variable
rate during Phase

II).

One group experienced alternative reinforcement

thinning

(fuch)' a third
(Thinning), a second group received fixed rich alternative reinforcement
goup received

fi.xed lean altemative reinforcement (Lean), and

(Control) received no alternative reinforcement during Phase
experimentalphases are shon':r in Table

2.

finaliy the control group

II'

The groups and

Because the dependent variables (1) target

Phases
response rale and (2) altemattve lesponse rate wsre examined acloss

II

and

III'

there is an additional within subjects independent variable of session'

Subiects

Subjects consisted of

32 expetLrnentalll' naive maie Long-Evans rats purchased

supplier' The rats
from charles River (Portage, MI, USA) commercial laboratory animai
were approximately 71-80 days upon

arr]al

at the Utah State

Univelsity Labolatoly

controlled colony
Animal Research Center (LARC). Rats were housed in a temperature
were
room with a 12h ]ig\n, 12h dark cycle with iigirts on at 7 :00 am. Subjects

session' Each
individualll,housed with free access to water while not in tiie experimental
da1,, subjects were run

in groups of four, EachrN experienced his experinaental session

were matntatned at
at approxim atell,1l-rssame time from one day to the next. They

25

Table2
Summa4t of Experintental GrouPs
Phase

Phase I

0 s increases in
Rich

A: \rl45

s

A: EXT B: VI i0

Lean

A: V] 45

s

A: EXT B: Vl l00

Control

A:VI45s A:EXT

Phase

II

\rl

(1 0-1

00 s)

III

A: E,XT B: E,XT
A: EXT B: -EXT'

s

A: EXT B: EXT

s

A: EXT B; EXT

B:EXT

gloups where A is the target lever
available
press, B is the aitemative nose poke, and EXT means no food
:
bt*p Tfiinning received a]iernative reinforcemeni decreases" group Rich-received fixed
reinforcemsnt' and
rich altemative reinforcement, group Lean had fixed lean altemative
group Control did not received aitemative reinforcement'

I:l ::t";t::..

immediately
approximately 80% of their free feeding weight using suppiemental,
in accordance
postsession feedings. Animal irousing and care was conducted

with the

Care and Use Committee
regulations of the Utah State University lnstitutional Animal

cohorts of rats'
(IACUC; protocol #109S). From beginning to end, the study contained 3
The

frst

cohort (n = 8) began in June, 2071,the second cohort

2011 , andthe tiurd cohort (n

:

16) began

(n:8) began in August'

in October, 20 1 i '

APParatus

rat operant
Experimental sessions took place in four Med Associates modular
chambers (30 cm

x24 cmx21

cm) enclosed

in sound-attenuating cubicles' Each

chamber contains two aluminum lesponse walls and two Plexiglas

walls' On response

cm x 2 cm apet'mres'
wall is a curved nose poke wal1 containing five evenly spaced 2
hoje and photobeams
The apertures are equipped with iights to signal an active
used in this
nose entries. Only the leftmost nose poke apertule was

to detect

experiment' The

20

opposite wail houses the food receptacle (5 cm

x 5 cm) centered between two retractable

precision
levers. Each food peilet was a 45 mggrain-based pellet (Bio-Serv, dustless
pellet, Frencirtown, New Jersey,

USA),

Food pel1et deliveries were accompanied by an

lights in
audible click, apd the food nagazine ligirt rvas illr-ulinated for 3 s, but all other
the chamber

(if

any were on) were tumed

off for 3 s. This 3-s intervai for food

consumption did not count toward session time or the variable interval

timer. N'o house

light was used in order to make the nose poke light more saiient during Phases

il

and

III'

target response
Above each lever is a circular opaque light that was iliuminated above the
throughout Phases I,

iI,

and

III.

The location of the target lever (on the

left or on the

right) was counterbalanced across subjects.

Procedure

Magazine Training

prior to Phase I, subjects experienced. food magazine training consisting of 30and the right
min sessions of variabie-time (vT) 60 s food pe11et deliveries. Both the left
to the levers were
lever were extended into the chamber (but not illuminated). Presses
consisted
recorded but had no progranuned consequences. Magazine training

of at least

of the pellets'
two sessions, and was continued, if necessarl', until the rat consumed all
Magazinetraining lasted for no more than four sessions for all subjects'

Phase

I
(Phase
Immediately foliowing magazinetraining, subjects rnoved to a baseline

I)

produced food
for a fixed time of 10 sessions. During Phase I, a press to the tnrgel lever

27

all groups' Thal is, pressing the talget
on a variable-interval (VI) 45 s schedule acloss
had elapsed' Each interval was randomll'
lever produced food afler the chosen interval

distribution of ten intervals' the average
selected (without replacetnent) from exponential
Presses on the inaclive lever' uose-poke
of wiricir was 45 s (Fleshler & lloffirlan,\g62'),
as
entries to any of the nose poke apparatuses,

well

as iread entries into the

food

plogrammed consequences' At the end
magazinewere recorded but produced no
Phase

l,

average target response rates were calcuiated

of

for tire last five days of baseline'

to make average Phase I response rates
Rats were then assigned to groups in order
approximatelli enuut across groups'

Phase

II
DuringPhasell,fourthingsweretrueforallgroups(a)thetargetleverremained

the
longer produced food (i.e., extinction of
avaiiable and iliuminated,, but pressing it no
and
nose poke responses were also availabie
targetresponse); (b) the inactive lever and

(c) the a|ternative response nose poke was
had no proglammed consequences;
iliuminated; and (d) Phase

iI

the fuch group'
lasted a fixed time of 10 sessions' For

response) produced food on a
pokhrg in the illuminated nose poke (the altemative
sclreduie tlu.oughout Phase

Ii.

10

s

produced
For the Lean group ,fr]Ie altenative response

pirase
food on a vr 100 s schedule throughout

II.

For those rats in the Thinning group,

a \rl 10 s on the flrst da1' elpnute
the aiternative response produced food on

subsequent day saw increases in the

vl

II'

and each

by 10 s per day such that on the tenth and final

produced food on a
session of Phase Il, the alternative lesponse

4 (Control) served as an extinction control
poking never Produced food'

\rI

ir which

vl I00 s' Rats in Group

the nose poke was illuminated but

28

Phase

III
and the alternative response were
During the third pirase, both the taryelresponse

lasted
was true across all groups' Phase III
illuminated but neither produced food. This

for 4 days,

Justification

TheVlschedulesforbaselinereinforcementforallgroupsandalternative
(2009)'
adopted from Podlesnik and shahan
reinforcement for the fixed rich $oup were
The

VI

than the fixed lean group
100 s of the Lean group is a richer schedule

of

Leitenbergeta|.(I9ll,Experiment3),becauseonecouldarguethattheveryiean
to undergo considerable extinction before
schedule ofYI240s would cause the animals
Furthermore, the
encountering altemative reinforcement.

vI240 s group showed no

control group that received no alternative
statistically significant difference from
reinforcement.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS

Phase

I

after failrng to acquire the target
One subject was exciuded from the experiment
tatgetlesponse proceeded normally'
response. ln all other subjects, acquisition of tire
rate (using the last 5 days) u'as
After the final session of phase I, average target response
assigned to one of the four
caicuiated for each subject. Subjects were then randomly
targe't'response rates not differ
experimental groups, u,ith the constraint that average
Phase I (iast 5 dal's) target
reliably between groups. A one-way AhlovA comparing

diflerence between groups'
response rates con.finned there was not a significant
= 0.005, p

:

.gg

.

F(3 ,27)

mean lmgel response rate,
The leftmost panel of Table 3 displays the

response rate, response rate in the other
alternative response rate (nose poke 1), inactive
nose pokes (nose pokes 2-5) aswell as obtained

food rate for the last 5 days of Phase I

across groups.

Phase

II

other nose poke response rates as
Group means for target, alternative, inactive aud

well as obtained food rates averaged across all of Pirase
panel of Table

II

can be found

in the center

(with standard
3. Figure 6 displays meanturgetresponse rates

each group across the 10 days ofPhase

Il.

e11or)

for

Target responding decreased the rnost rapidly

group siayed relatively low throughout
in the Rich group, andIargel lesponse rates in this
Phase

IL Althoughthe Lean group did see a decrease

tnlargetresponse rate during
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-+- Lean
-o- Control

_t-

Thinning
-D- Rich

I:l

10

C.

=a

0)

a
E
o

a
a
0)

123qo
Phase ll Session

Figure6. Mean

Phase

and standard error of target response rate

for each group across Phase

did not ultimately
II, it was a mOrc gradual decrease andtatgetresponse rates

group, On the
deffease to a low level that was comparable to the Rich

first day of Phase

the same condition' tatgel
II, when the Thinning glol]p and the Rich group experienced
group wele approximatell' equal'
response rates of tire Thinning group and the Rich
However, the subsequent d,aily

VI increases slowed

the raLe of target lesponse decrease

in

rate did not rnarkedly change from
the Thinning group such that the mean tatgelresponse
phase
session 2 to session 10 of

iI.

.When

the Thinning group experienced the same

VI

lesponse rates were
for the alternative response as the Lean group, their target
decreases in lhetargel response
approximately equal, The Control group showed faster
and uitimately target response rates
than the Lean group (but slower than the Rich group),

goup and lower than the
in the control group were approximately egual to the Rich

II'

)L

Thiming group

and the Lean

group. A repeated-measures ANOVA returned significant

main effects of Group, F(3,27)

:

7

.96, p < '001, and Session in Phase Tl' F(9 ' 243'3

51.18,p< .001, The test also showed Group
7r

:2'22'

x Sessiot] iuteraction, F(21 ,243)

< .001, captur.ing that the patlern of largel response rate across Pirase

:

II was different

acl'oss groups.

(with standard error)
Figure 7 displays mean alternative response rates
gfoup across Phase
rate across Phase

II.

il.

for

each

response
The Rich group showed a steady increase in aiternatrve

The Lean group acquired the aitemative response mole

the Rich group, and ultimately (on the final day of Phase

slowh'than

II) the Lean group mean

response rate of the Rich
alternative response rate was iess than half the alternative

alternative response as
group. S4ren the Thinning goup experienced the same VI for the
tire Rich group (on the hrst day oiPhase

II) their alternative response rate was

respons e rate in the
approximately equai to the Rich gloup. Although the altemative

of Phase II, the mean
Thinning group was higher than the Lean gtoup in the beginning
session 2 to session 10
alternative lesponse rate did not increase substantially from
Phase

Il. By the end of Phase II, the Thinning gloup showed simiiar

of

aiternative response

the Control gloup remained
rates to the Lean group. Aitemative lesponse rates for

negligible throughoul Phase

II. A repeated

measures

ANOVA showed significant main

effectsofGroup|F(3,27)=10.92,p<'001]andSessioninPhasell[F(9,243):21'18,
p < '001] as weli

as a

Group x Session interaction |F

alternati ve response rate.

(27,243):7.37,p < .001] on

-1

-tr-

0)

=
C

=o
0)
c

-l

Rich

-*

Thinning

1-

Lean

-G

Control

/.n

o
oa
(D

t

rate fot each group acloss
Figure 7. Meanand standard error of alternative response
Phase II.

A

one-way

groups on the last
ANOVA comparing the target response rate across

between groups,
day of phase II revealed a significant difference

F(3,27):6'35, p < '01'

Test further showed tirat the
A follow-up analysis using Tuke)"s Multiple Comparison

higlie mean le|-get lesponse rates
Lean group and the Thinning group had significantly
than both the Rich group and the control

Group, However, the Thiruring group was not

Rich Group was not significantiy
significantly dift'erent from the Lean group and the

ANOVA comparing altemative
different from the control Group. Another one-way
1l reveaied a significant difference
response rate across groups on tire last day ofPhase

betweengroups,F(3,21):9'60'p<'001'Tukey'sTestfurthershowedthattheRich
rates than the Thinning group'
group had significantl), highel mean alternative response

T
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ihe Lean group, and the Control Group. There were not any statistically significant
differences in altemative respoltse late between the Tiriruring group, the Lean group, and
the Control group.

Phase

III

Figure 8 displays the mean target response rate on the last day of Phase II
compared to the first

d.a1'

of Phase III for each group. The fucir Group saw a statistically

significant increase frorn the last day of Phase II to the first da1' of Phase III lt(7)

:

3.65,

p<.01]. NeithertheLeangroup, t(7)=1.09,p--.3l,northeThinlinggloup, t(7):
0.57,p:

.58, nor the Control group,

between the final day of Phase

II

t(6):7.33,p: .23, sirowed a signihcant

and the first day of Phase

III.

A one-way ANOVA

comparing the target response rate across groups on the first day of Phase

significant difference between groups, F(3 , 27)

:

4

.18, p < .05

difference

III revealed

a

. A subsequent Tukey's

Test showed that the oniy statistically significant difference was between the Rich group
and the Control Group; however the data are visually ordered such that Rich >

Thinning

> Lean > Control.

Figure 9 displays the mean altemative response rates for each group on the last
day of Phase

il

and the

first day of Phase

III.

A one-way ANOVA comparing

aiternative response rate across groups on the first da1' of Phase
difference between groups, F(3 ,27)

:

70.7 , p

III revealed

a significant

< .()01. Tukey's Test showed tirat the Rioh

gloup had significantli, fuig1r*r alternative response rates than the Thinning Group, the
Lean Group, and tire Control group. I{owever, there were no significant differences
between the Thiming group, the Lean grouP, and the ControJ group.
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-D- Rich
-r- Thinning

-a- Lean
-o- Control

First DaY Phase lll

Last Day Phase

and standard error of target lesponse rate
of Phase II and the first day of Phase 11I'

FigureS. Mean

for each group on the last day

difference between
Given the visual difference, but not statistically significant
subject data on the last day
group means for target and aiternative response, individual
Phase

II

and the first day of Phase

III

are dispiayed in Figure 10 (target response

of

rate) and

tendencies tirat ma5' be obscured
Figure 11 (alternative respons e tafe)to look for overall
subject data suggest that the
by the calculation of mean response rates. The individual
was indeed generally lower in the
target response rate on the last day of Phase 1l

Rich

range of tatget response rates
group and the,control group, whereas an elevated, wider

rates on the
was observed in the Lean andThinning groups, Targelresponse
Phase

IIl

first day of

groups, with the visually
were compariiLble in the fuch, I-ean, and Thinmng

resuit of one subject with a
higher mean rate in the Rich group iikely being the

III' The change in target
particulariy high target response rate on the first day of Phase

-1r)

-tr- Rich

-*-

Thinning

-o-

Lean
Control

{-

Last Day Phase ll

Figure

9.

First Day Phase lll

for each group on the last
Meanand standard error of aiternative response rate
day ofPhase II and the first day ofPhase III'

response rate from the last day of Phase

II to the first day of Phase III is markedly

increased largetresponding on the
different across groups, In the Rich group, all subjects
Lean gloup and the
first day of Phase III reiative to the last day of Phase II' In the
and some stayed
Thinning grouP, some subjects increased, some decreased'
subjects decreased and others stayed
approximately the same. ln the Control group, some
approximately the same.
(see Figure 11)' Three
individual alternative response rates were also considered

response rates' but the remaining 5
subjects in the Rich group had very high alternative

groups' Therefore'
subjects responded sirnilarly to the Lean and Thinning

it is likeiy that

t'esponse rate obtained on the last day
the statistically significant difference in altemative

of phase

II is the result of the 3

the groups that receive

d

rats thathad very high altemative response rates.

clearly

showed
alternative reinforcement (fuch, Lean, and Thinning)
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0)

)C
ea
o)

a
C

o

olf)
c)

E
Last DaY Phase ll

First DaY Phase lll

Last DaY Phase ll

First DaY Phase lll

Thinning

-#
,-

:

{Last DaY Phase ll

First DaY Phase lll

Last DaY Phase ll

First DaY Phase lll

II and tire
target fesponse on the last day of Phase
Figure 14. Individual subject d*aforthe
a
poinls
and
i"rr,ubj# is depicted by its two data
first day of phase
connecting line.

'r.

considered (see Figure 11)' Three
individual altemative response rates wele also
5
altemative response rates' but the remaining
subjects in the Rrch group had verl' higir

sub.|ects responded

Therefore' it is likely that
similariy to the Lean and Thinning groups'

tire last day
alternative respouse rate obtained on
the statistically significanat different in
of Phase

II is the result of the

response
3 rats that had verl' high altemative

tates' Clearl1"

(Rich, Lean' and Thinning) showed
the groups that received alternatiye reinforcement

the
tiran the control group? even though for
substantially higher alternative lesponse rates

LeanandThinninggroupthisdiffererrcewasnotstatisticaliysignificatrt'ontlrefirst

3B

Last DayPhase

ll

Last DaY Phase ll

First Day Phase lll

First Day Phase lll

cL)

F
2
a
o
a
C

o
o"
o
0)

t
Last Day Phase

Figurel/.

ll

Last Day Pnase

First Day Phase lll

ll

First Day Phase lll

on the last day of Phase II and
Individual subject data for the altemative lesponse
by its two datapoints and a
the fnsriuy oipttute iIL Each subject is depicted
connecting line.

day of Phase

III,

lesponse rates as
subjects in the rich group showed similar alternative

the Lean and Thinning groups, with tire exception

of 1 subject'

Model Fits
Equation 4) was used in order to
The exponentiated version of Equation 3 (i.e.,
make the parameter values
allow zero values, avoid log-transformed data and to
dala (t'e', Shahan
comparable to those obtained in previous fits to resurgence

2011). For all of the foliowing fits, parameters

b

and d were fixed

& Sweeney'

to values of 0'5 and

39

0.001, respectively, as in Shahan and Sweenel'

Q011)' Only paraneters rt and c were

free to vary.

First, a least squares regression

fit of Equation 4 r-ising Frontline Systems Solver

for Mac Excel 2008 was colduoled on the clata obtained dr,rt'ing Pirases

Il

and

III for the

Rich, Leal, and Control groups (the groups with constant schedules of alternative
reinforcement), These goups were fit first because Equation 4 has been fit to constant
schedules of alternative reinforcement previously with no adjustments (Shahan

&

Sweeney, 2011). Before solving, the starting value of parametel k was '05 and the
starting value of c was .89 (the values obtained in the

fit of Leitenberg et a1.,7975,

Experiment 3). Figure 12 illustrates the obtained data (open and closed circles, open
triangles) as well

as

the obtained parameter vaiues and model fits (dotted, solid, and

dashed lines). Although the fuch group demonstrated faster response elimination and
greater resurgence than either the Lean or the Control group (as predicted by Equation 4)
and anadequate fr2 r,alue

of .88 was obtained, there are several major inconsistencies

with model fits and obtained data. First, the model predicts that the Control group should
have slower response elimination than the Lean group, but in fact the Control group
showed fasler response

eiimilation than the Lean group. Furthennore, the model

systematically underpredicts later Phase

II

dalain both the fuch group and the Lean

group. Finaliy, the model systematically underpredicts target responding in Phase III for
the Lean group.

Next, the two methods of incolporatrngreinforcement rates into the denominator
of Equation 3 outlined previously (i.e., adding each reinforcenrent rate experienced and
averagrrrgthem;

see

Table 1) were compared by fitting each technique to the obtained
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Phase lll

Figure

I2.

Leastsquares regression

fit of Equation 4 to

data from the fuch, Lean' and

and open
Controlgroups. li,'gir fiiled circles (Rich), open circles {Lean),
(Lean), and
dotled
(Rrch),
triangles trptff*t Jbtaio"d data, whereas the solid

dashed(Control)linesrepresentthemodelpredictions.

data in the Thinning group as seen in Figure i
c was

1

3. For both methods, the starting

value of

fit to the constant
.17 andthe value of ft was .01-the values obtained in the

for more of the variance in the
schedules. The additive denominator approach accounted

(R2: .87). Both approaches
data(R2= .90) than did the averaged denominator approach
fa11

short in terms of'r,isual

denominato

r

fit during early Phase II data. lmportantii" the additive

I1 to Phase
approachdoes not predict alatge increase from Phase

IlI'

in target responding was
whereas the averaged approach does, Because a large increase

for more varlance,
not observed in the obtained data andthe additive approach accounted
of the two proposed'
the additive approach was determined to be the superior method
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Additive Denominator

c

o

.=

= 2.10
k = 0.02
R2 = .90
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Phase lll
Figure 13. Leastsqua-res regression fit of Equation 4 to data from the Thinning group using
ayrrugid and addtt1e denominators. Single data pohls represent obtarned data
predictions'
for the Thinning group, whereas the dashed lines represent the model
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a single value of

II,

1 of Phase
r) was also added in the denominator. For example, on day

11 reinforcement rates were added in the denotninator

each da1, of Phase I and one rate

for the first day of Phase

vaiue added for tire fir'st dal' of Phase I1 was

for each group: one rate for

iI (for the Control group' the

0)' Figure 14 drsplays tire obtained data and

Io/o,the additive technique
model hts. Althugh the variance accounted for increased b)'

application of Equation
did nothing to ameliorate the discrepancies seen with the original
the model
4 to constant schedules of alternative reinforcement. For example,

stili

Lean group than in
predicts that response elimination should occur mole rapidly in the

to s;'stematrcally
the Control group (the opposite was true). The model also continues
underpredict later Phase

II datail the fuch and Lean groups as weil as underpredicted

targetresponse rate during Phase

II for the Lean goup

and the Thinning Group'
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Phase lll
an additive denominator
Figure 14. Leastsquares regression fit of Equation 4 using
dat4 whereas the 1jnes -Iepresent
apptoach. Siagle-data poinls represe:rt obtained

the model Predictions'
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CJ-{APER

VI

DISCUSSION

rich' leau'
Both tlreoretical and applied collcerlls motivated the comparison of
relapse' The
thirming, and no alternative reinforcement during lesponse eiimination and
quantitative model
results of the present study present imporlant implications both for the
for practitioners and
of resurgence put forward by Shahan and Sweeley (201 1) as well as
purpose of this
researchers using aitemative reilforcernent in applied settings' One
and posit
experiment was to present a challenge to Equation 3, evaluate its performance,
explanations for its shortcomings. In add.ition, the pattern of results is interpreted

with

respect to potential appiied imporlance.

Evaluation of Model Fits
data
There are two major inconsistencies with the fits of Equation 3 to the

Rich and
obtained. First, there is systematic undeprediction of later Phase II data in the
happen
tiie Lean groups. Second, the model predicts that response elimination shouid

is the case
rnore slowiy in the Control group than in the Lean glouP, but the opposite
these data.

It is true that adding and weragtng

aTe

in

only two methods of incorporating

possible
reinforcement rates into the denominator of Equation 3, and that there are other

epochs' One
methods by which one might rnlegralereinforcement rates across temporal
heavily than
method could be to weigh recentiy experienced reinforcement rales more
or an
more distantiy experienced reinforcement rates (e.g., weighLed average
the
exponentially weighted average). Unfortunateiy, this would do nothing to solve

g*errt
problem of undegprediction in both the Lean and the fuch groups' If more

45

than distant ones' the
experienced reinforcement rates are weighed more heavily
denominator in the Lean group
denominator in the Rich group would increase but the
the predicted pelsistence
would decrease. A larger denominator value would iucrease
the targel tespollse, howeyer, because

weigliirg would

no1 increase tiie

denomitlator

increases in the predictions
across all groups, one would not see across the board
Phase

II

of

for iater

data.

weights would also
Differentialiy weighing distantiy versus recently experienced
response elimination than the
not soive the probiem that the Control group showed faster

is always treated as an additional
Lean group because no matler whaf, Roin the numerator
source of disruption. Thereiore, the model as

it currently stands cannot capture that

disruptor' The results of tiris
alternative reinforcement may not aiways be an effective
altemative refuforcement may
experiment, as well as similar investigations suggest thal

low rates'
not always serve as an effective disruptor, especialll' at
pitted high rates
Looking againto ]-eitenberg et al. (1975), Experiment 3, which
and no aiternative
of alternative reinforcement, low rates of aiternative reinforcement

II, there is some arnbiguity in
reinforcement against one another for 15 da1's during Pirase
the later Phase

II data. Although

the first

4

days

of Phase

Il

show that pigeons in the lean

targetkey tlran the no
aiternative reinforcement group responded less to.the

altetnat|e

that the lean group
reinforcement control group, the remainder of Phase II showed
as the no altemat|e
actually responded more than or approximately tire same

statistically
reinlbrcement rate control (and at no point were these differences
significant).
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In another study,

'Winterbauer and Bouton (2010) studied the effects of thinning

alternative reinforcement Phase

II of a resurgence preparation. In their first experiment,

ratsthat had experienced equal baselines of raudotr-interval (Rl) 30 s scirednles were
separated into tlu'ee groups

prior to Phase

IL During Pirase II, the first group

(comparabie to this experirlent's fuch group) received an alternative reinforcement rate

ol a RI 20 s schedule that remained constant throughout Phase

II'

The second group

(similar to this experirnent's Control group) received no alternative reinforcement. The
an
third group (comparable to the Thinning gloup in this experiment) began Phase II with

aiternative reinforcement rate of a RI 20 s, but halfwa)' through each session, beginning
the second session of Phase

II, the interval was doubled sucir that the last rate they

experienced on the fourth and finai session of Phase

II

was a Rl 160. As in the present

experiment, the group that experienced thinning alternative reinforcement rates showed
elevated targetresponse rates towards the end ofPhase

II

such thattarget response rates

were greater in the thinning group than thel'were in the extinction control group'
The Winterbauer and Bouton study (20i 0) is informative in two ways. First, they
eliminated several key alternative explanations for in4ry one might see elevated response
rates in a g1oup that experienced altemative reinforcement

second experiment compared a group with gradual

thinning, For example, their

thiming (adding

a smali constant

group
increment addilg up to an increase in the average interval by 20 s daily) versus a
that experienced more abrupt, mid-session ,20 s tncreases in the aletage

intervai. They

groups
detennined that the abruptness of the interval change did not matLet, because both
showed equaliy high rates toward the end of Phase

II, the same pattern

as

Experiment

They also ruled out explanations by adventitious reinforcement of the target response,

1.
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the
reinstatement of the target lesponse b1, pellet delivery for the alternative, and
development of target lever presses as a schedule induced interim

behavior. Apart from

during
the elirnination of altemative explanatious for high rates of the target behavior
phase

Ii, the sirnilar pattem of'results obtained in Winterbauer and BouLotl

eLiso speaks

to

the generaiity ofthis effect across laboratories and procedural variations.

on the other

hand., there is a

key shortcoming to the experinents in srinterbauer

and Bouton (201 0) that render the results of the present study

valuabie. Their experiment

was designed to test the hypothesis that lesulgence is a fonn of A-B-C tenewal,
Phase

in which

I is considered context A defined by reinforcement for the target response,

response elimination takes place in Phase

II (which is considered context B defined by

reinforcement for the altemative), and Phase

III is considered a novel context, C, in

which there is no reinforcement. They proposed that resurgence is the result
contextual renewalwhen the rat is exposed to the novel context,

of

C' According to this

formuiation, if the context is gradually changed frorn B to C, the ral should be less

reinforcement
susceptible to resurgence. Their hypothesis was that thinning alternative
would reduce resurgence' lnstead', what thel' saw was elevated response rates during
phase

II.

Aithougir the increase in target response rate from Phase II to Phase

less, tlre high rates of the target response during Phase

II

are better

III

was

chuaclerized by early

each reduction
rather than reduced resurgence. Their interpretation of the resuits was that

of alternative reinforcement was enough of a change in context to induce. renewal'
we have
However, this interpretation is not consistent with elevated response rates that
seen

in theLeangroup in our experiment. Wilterb auer and Bouton did not have

low rate group, oniy

a

a

fixed-

fixed-high late group, and as such they camot account for the
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group
overail rate of altemative reinforcement on target response rate. Their thinning
experienced lower rates of alternative reinforcement overall during Phase

II, and thus

u,itirout a fixed-lov,rate group we carurot tell whether the elevated t'esponse rates were a
result of gradualiy ciranging alteruative reurforoemenl or lower rales in general. Because

Lean
our results showed elevated targetresponse rates in both the Thinning gloup and the
group, the elevated target lesponse rates were iikeiy not a result of changing contexts
because the context in the Lean gloup was constant acloss Phase

Ii' A much more simple

explanation is that lower rates of altemative reinforcement (such as those experienced by

the
the Thiruiing and Lean groups in the present studl') are less effective at reducing
target response.

Empirical\,we can see from the present experiment as well

as

the data in

Winterbauer and Bouton (2010) that lean rates of altemative reinforcement are less

effective at response elimination than rich rates or even the control gloup with no

ruled
alternative reinforcement, but why rnight this be the case? Winterbauer and Bouton
out reinstatement as an explanation for the increased target response rates, which
be evident in an irnmediate return to the targetresponse foliowing the deliver)'

would

of

altemative reinforcement. They aiso ruied out adventitious reinfotcernent, which would
be clear

if for

some reason alternativereinforcement happened to be preceded

the target response more often

rates. The1, found that,

tf

ir

closely by

the groups with thinning rates rather than with high

anything,there was more opportunity for adventitious

reinforcement in the high rate group than in the thiruring group. One possibilily is that
rather than reinstatement, context change, or adventitious reinforcement, the elevated
response rates in the lean and thinrring gloups might be the result of resurgence on a

AO
a)

might be
smaller time scale, The delivery of alternative reinforcement

initialll'

elapsed, altemative
disruptive, but afler the arilicipated interval to reinforcement iras
3, R" rnight be
reinlorcemeut is 1o longer perceived as present. In tetms of Equation
on11' until tire
present in tite nunterator (as a disl'r-rptor) imlrediatel)' after it is deliVered

in this experirnent'
anticipated interval to the next reinforcer has elapsed. For exarnple,
the interval to the next reinforcer following Phase

Rich group,

-Ro

I might be approxirnately 45 s. ln the

aiternative
wouid be consistently present in the numelatol because

interval to reirrforcement'
reinforcement is neariy a1wa1's obtailed within the anticipated
hand, in the Lean gfouP,
therefore we would not expect any lesurgence. on the other

lo reinforcement neariy
alternative reinforcement is introduced but the next interval
Thus, from the rat's
always exceeds the rat's anticipated interval to reinforcement'
ought to expect
perspective. alternative reinforcement has been removed, and we

reinforcement is never
resul.gence. ln the extinction only Control group, alternative
elevated target response
introduced (therefore never removed) so we should not expect
expect as rnuch disruption as the
rates after anl,particular interval, but we should also not

to operate at such as
Rich group. Aithough the model in its current state is not equipped
ma)/ plovide an empirical
time scale, investigations of momenl-by-moment resurgence

is no
basis for deciding at what point (and rvhy) aiternative reinforcement

lolger

an

effective disruptor.

APPIied trmPlications

The present study was not

on11'

motivated by the eyaluation of Equation 3, bu1

thinning, and no alternative
also by the clinical significance of comparing rich, 1ean,
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reinforcement during the treatment of a target l'esponse. The pattern of results obtairied is
both consistent with and relevant to applied behavioral treatments using aiternative

reinforcement, such as contingency managemeul treatments olsubstance abuse and
functionai comnunication training in individuals with intellectual or developmeutal
disabilities.

For example, the abiiity of treatments using higher rates of altemative
reinforcement to produce gteater abstinence from the target response relative to
trealments using lean rates of aiternative reinforcement is also evident in the contingency
management literature (Dallery, Silverman, Chutuape, Bigeiow,

& Siltzer,2001; I{iggins,

Heil, Dantona, Donham, Matthews &Badger,2006; Petry et a1.,20a4; Silverman,
Chutuape, Bigelow,
al.

&

Sutzer, 1999; Sffizer" & Bigelow,1984). For example, Higgins et

(2006) conducted arandomrzed controlled trial in which there were two groups, one

receiving vouchers for cocaine abstinence at a high monetary value and one receiving
vouchers at a fourfoid lower value. Participants in the high value voucher group
achieved better treatment retention, longer periods

of continuous abstinence during

treatment, and superior abstinence at posttreatment fo1low-up tests than did participants

in the low value group. The factthalthe high value t,oucher group also achieved greater
abstinence during follow-up may Seem contrarl,to the present findings that there was a

marked increase in the Rich group during Phase

IIL

However, when Higgins et al'

(2006) compared participants across condition that achieved simiiar levels of abstinence
during treatment, those in the 1ow value group acfita7|y achieved better long-term
abstinence than participants in the high value group--consistent s'ith the predictions

Equation 3.

of

<1

In tire present study, although latgetresponding in the Rich group was
substa.ntially mole suppressed by the end of Phase
l.esponse rates were 6%

II (mean proportion of baseiine

of baseline on the last day of Phase II in the fucil group) than was

tatgetresponding in the Lean (22% of baseiine) and Thirurin g (23% of baseline), sr"tbjects

in the fuch group were much more sensitive to a lapse in treatmeut-reflected in the
increases in target response rate seen in Figure 10. Furthermore, the

indii'idual subject

d,ataforthe altemative response suggest that during treatment, rich rates of alternative
reinforcement may engender excessive rates of the aiternative response in sorne subjects

(in this experiment illustrated by the three subjects u'ith higher response rates) or
comparable rates obtained with Lean and Thinning rates. Aiso, the individual subject
d,ata for the alternative response on the

first da;' of

Phase

III indicate that for most

subjects, alternative response rates were no higher in the Rich group during a treatmenl
lapse than in the Lean and Thinning groups. This probably means that

if treatment

of
integrrty briefly lapsed in an applied setling, those clients that experienced higher rates
in
reinforcement for the alternative rssponse would be just as iikely to continue to engage
the altemative response and be responding appropriately until treatment is restored as
those that experienced lean and thinmng rates of reinforcement for the alternative
response.
These results carry significant implications for practitioners

of differential

reinforcement of altemative treatments such as functional commuuication training, who

fpically

utihzehigh rates of alternative reinforcement to treat problem behavior' In the

beginning of treatment, it is common to follow each ilternative response (i'e., aftxed-

ratio 1 schedule; FR) with access to the reinforcer (e.g., Hanley et aI',200I; Roane et al''
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2004),and only implernent thinning of the alternative reinforcetnent when a low target
response criterion has been

met. $4ren alternative reinforcement thiming is explicitiy

favor
studied in an applied setting (typically with single-subject designs) some results
e1 a1',
schedules olalternatii,e reinforcement tirinnecl frorn rich sciredules (Flagopian

cif
2004),others favor lean schedules of altemative reinforcement from the outset

treatment(Hagopianeta1.,2004),andmanlllgp.fiincreasedlargetresponseratesduring
2044;
lean and thinned schedules of aitemative reinforcement (Hagopian et a1., 1998,
Kahng et a1.,2000; Lalli et aL,1995)'

If high levels of alternative reinforcement during treatment

can result in relapse

following treatment, whereas low levels of altemative reinforcement are ineffective at
producing suffjcient abstinence, what arcpotential strategies for increasing long-term
effectiveness of treatment?

it is clear from tire present

experiment, \l/interbauer and

Bouton (in press), and the increases often found in applied iiterature during rejrrforcement

not a
thinnurg (e.g., Fisher et a1.,200A) that altemative reinforcement thinning alone is
sufficient soiution. Another strategy is to introduce altemative reinforcement during
treatment that does not

go gway

as treatment ends or thiruring

is introduced'

One method by which appiied researchers have found to reduce altemative

reinlorcement without increasing tatgel lesponse rates is to provide competing stimuli
(such as to1,s) 6.n'o, alternative reinforcement thinning (Hagopian et

aL,2005)' By

explicitly arranging differential reinforcement for the functional communication
response, they were able to reduce the target behavior

effectively' Then, by introducing

competing stimuli (toys) that were not removed during ahemative reinforcement schedule

thinning, they were able to avoid the increases in problem behavior often seen during
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thiming. Providing a competing stimulus during thiming of the alternative
reinforcement schedule is, in effect, leaving anotirer
place while another is

fom of allernative reinforcement in

beilg thinned, Mathematicalll', in Equation 3, Ro in the numerator

would no1 decrease (or turn Lo

ze1'o r.r,ith the end

of treatment) with a ootrpeting stimuitls

stimr'rlus'
present, but rather should include the rate of rernforcement for tlie competing

behavior during
Thus the success of competing sti.muli in reducing the rate of target
of Equation
thinning of alternative reinforcement is also consistent with the predictions

3'

Incontingenc)'management,thetherapeuticworkplace(e'g''siivennanetal''
abstinence
2002) could be considered a similar strategy. In this employ'nent-based
program, participants are hired to work in data entryr lluittittg programs'

If payment for

abstinence'
work and availability of the therapeutic workpiace are contingent upon drug
cocaine abstinence is improved relative to

if the therapeutic workplace is provided

wong,
independently of drug-use (e.g., Siiverman et a1.,2007; DeFulio, Donlin,
Silverman, 2009). For exampl e,\n astudy b1' siiverman et

aL,

Q\Al

&

evaluating the

pregnant or recently
therapeutic workplace intervention with chronically unemployed,
to usual
postparlum women, when therapeutic workplace participants were compared
participants achieved
care (no 1ob skills) control conditions, the therapeutic workplace
6 months of
tivice the abstinence rate asthe control participants both during the first
goal of employment-based
treatment and for 3 years foliowing the starl of treatment. The

better abstinence during
treatments and job skills training is more than simpiy to achieve

away as
treatment, but also to provide participants with skilis that cannot be taken
atlerrryt to leave
treatment ends. in the terms of Equation 3, such treattnent strategies
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alternative reilforcemenl in the nurnerator, allowing disruption of the target response to
continue foiiowing the end of treatment.

In contingency matlagement, because extinction of the target response (dn-rg
talcing) is not in place, the no alternatrve reinforcemenl conlrol group rn the preseul
experiment is not pa:ticularly relevant, Howevet, the fact that extinction

with no

aiternative reinforcement was more effective than lean or thinning alternative
reinforcement during treatment is quite relevant to many applied scenarios.

If

introducing an aiternative source of reinforcement sometimes results in higher rates

of

problem behavior than ordinary extinction, treatments that introduce iean rates of
alternative reinforcement could be doing more harm than good. Even though rich rates

of

alternative reinforcement might be effective during treatmen! they are, practically
speaking, more difficult to implement and in some cases, mole expensive' When

treatment lapse occurs (such as in tire present experiment) the target behavior may relapse

to a higher rate than if aitemative reinforcement was never introduced. Adding control
conditions that contain no alternative reinforcement, only extinction, to applied research

would allow us to see when aitemative reinforcement is an effective disruptor and when

it may actually make problem behavior more persistent than ordinar)' extinction,
Ordinary extinction also has the advartage of not requiring an alternatrve
response or aiternative reinforcement.

ln some cases, the alternative

very desirable behavior that can occur at high

1eve1s

respons e may

bea

without causing any problems' In

other situations, alternative responses (such as verbal requests for a break) may not on-ly
be impractical to continue outside of treatment atrtch or lean rates of alternative
reinforcement, but atleanrates of altemative reinforcement couid result in higher
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problem behavior than

if the problem behavior was simp11'placed

on extinction'

the appropriateness of the
Therefore, the desired level of target response suppression and

carefulll' considered before
alternative response and aiter-native reinforcenent slrould be
implementiug tleatntenl.
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CFIAPTER

VIi

CONCLUSION
rate of
$/ith respect to the quantitative nodel of'resurgence , using ille current
value in the
alternative reinforcement in the numerator and adding each experienced
value together in the
denominator proved superior to the method of averaging each

denominator. l{owever, fits to the data revealed that the model significantly
underpredicts iater Phase

II

data in the fuch and Lean groups' Furthermore' the model

evidence that lean
always treats alternative reinforcement as a disruptor despite

of

elimination than no
alternative reinforcement may not always result in faster lesponse
basis for when (and
alternative reinJbrcement. Future research that pror,id,es an empirical

it is ineffective is
why) aitemative reinforcement is an effective disruptor and when
necessary before Equation 3 can be further modified'

response
Rich rates of altemative reinforcement were most effective at

reinforcement during Phase
suppression during treatment, but the removal of alternative

III caused substaltial resufgence,

Lean a1d Thinning rates of aiternative reinforcement

were less effective at response suppression during Phase

in treatment during Phase

IIL

Il, but less sensitive to the lapse

Potential strategies for reducing resurgence during

attempting to include forms
schedule thinning or following the end of treatment include

or after treatment. The
of altemative reinforcement thal are not removed during thinning
reinforcement during treatment
choice to implement rich, 1ean, thinning or no aiternative
target response suppression'
should depend on the prtorrttzation of (A) desired leve1 of

reinforcement'
and (B) appropriateless of the alternative lesponse and altetnative
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